
 

Advocating for international PAs 

The APACVS has a long history of PA Advocacy.  Recently, some of this experience has been used to 

advocate for international PAs who are in the beginning stages of their profession.  I have had the 

privilege all week to be both guest faculty at a German PA school in Karlsruhe, Germany but to also 

advocate for this relatively immature profession in Germany.   

Approximately four years ago, the first German PA program, founded in the U.S. model by Dr. Marcus 

Hoffman, a steady and determined champion of PA practice, graduated its first class.  Now there are 

more than 70 graduates from the program working in all specialties and practice settings in Germany, 

and a number of other programs have opened.   

Now this emerging profession must face the regulatory and political battles that PAs in the United States 

have faced and largely overcome over our first 50 years.  There is no Federal enabling legislation for PA 

practice in Germany.  There is Federal regulation that explicitly permits only physicians to prescribe 

medications, order blood transfusions and diagnostic radiologic tests, etc.  There are pockets of 

physicians that are strong advocates of these PAs, mostly because they have had an opportunity to work 

with them on rotations and have seen the value they bring to the team with the strong clinical skills they 

possess.   

The German Medical Union and Medical Society are slowly starting to get on-board with PA Practice in 

Germany.  This week I have met with the Chairman of a large private Cardiothoracic Surgery department 

in Karlsruhe, representatives from the Medical Union and Medical Society, graduates of this PA program 

who are currently employed, the CMO of a large regional hospital in Freudendtadt, and will be meeting 

with administrators in Baden-Baden before I complete this journey.   

Everywhere I have been, I have presented the scope of practice of US PAs in cardiothoracic surgery as a 

shining example of where we have been and where they hopefully will be going.  I have had the good 

fortune of interacting with leaders, both administrative and clinical, that have worked in the US during 

their training or in some other capacity, and they understand and appreciate the value of the PA.   

It is my belief that the world of the PA, particlulary the cardiothoracic and vascular surgical PA, is an ever 

shrinking world.  Opportunities for collaboration abound and I appreciate the opportunity to lend a hand 

to our fellow German PAs. 
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